II. Hilton [16] proved that if A and B are subsets of a boolean algebra each not containing an element and its complement, and if no element of A is related to any element of B, then IA tO BI ~< ½ ILl. In [12] this was generalized to lattices with a polarity (Theorem 8). Amongst others, the authors called for solution of the equality problem. Our answer is Theorems 3 and 4 of Section 5.
PREVIOUS RESULTS
We repeat results of Daykin, Kleitman and West [12] , which are described in the abstract of [12] . Except for a reference to these theorems in square brackets, we will literally repeat the main part of the abstract:
'Let L be a lattice of divisors of an integer (isomorphically, a direct product of chains). We do not need Theorem 3. Whereas Theorems 2 and 4 are self-explanatory, we give the details of Theorem 5 for the orientation of the reader, even though we do not rely upon it.
THEOREM 5 [12] . Suppose (ii)
ek(n, a, [3)= ek(n-l, a--pk~-~,[O-U~-]) --~ O~r~p, + l(k-r)~,,
p<r<k.
Furthermore,
(iv)
and, finally,
ek(n, k" -a, k" - [3) = e~(n, a, [3) ;
0 <~ ek(n, a, [3) <~ kn [4. REMARK. 1. means to find necessary and sufficient conditions for ek(n, -,/3) = 0. Theorem 6 of [12] asserts that (2.1) holds iff (i) k" I ot/3, k lot and k I/3, or (ii) trivially, ot or/3 is k ~ or 0. This is true if k is a prime. For composit e k the conditions (i) and (ii) are necessary, but not sufficient.
In the notation of this theorem, equality characterization for (1.1) (Zl) EXAMPLE 1. Choose n =3, k =4 and ot =13 = 8. These numbers satisfy (i). However, for all ideals A, B =L with 1,41 = IBI = 8, inspection shows that IAABI > 1 = IAI IBI" 4 -3. We shall see that (i) has to be replaced by (i*) there are positive integers i, 11 and/31 such that ot = k l " oq and [12] , mentioned in Section 2 and Theorem 1. We need here another well-known result, which is now also a child of AD (see [3] 
AUXILIARY RESULTS FOR EOUAL1TY CHARA~TION FOR CLOUD-ANTICHAINS OF LENOTH 2 SATISFYINO A POLARrrY CONSTRAINT
As indicated under II of the Introduction, we have obtained a second equality characterization in Theorem 2. We introduce first some notions from [4] and [12] .
Let L be a distributive lattice. For a subset C of L let u(C) and l(C) denote the filter and the ideal generated by C; that is,
:la e C, a <<-c}, ( 
4.1)
I(C) = {x e L: 3a e C, a >I c}.
(4.2)
By a polarity cr of the lattice L (in the sense of [11] ) is meant an order,~reversing bijection, the square of which is the identity: that is, a ~< b implies o'b ~< o'a and or(or(a)) = a. For example, complementation is a polarity. For A c L we set or(A) = {o'a:aeA}. Ifa~b and b~a we write a~b. If forA, BcL and for all aeA, b e B, we have a ~ b, then we write A ~ B.
Let us consider a problem studied in [12] , which generalizes the problem considered by Hilton [16] and which is mentioned under II in the Introduction. We also speak of a polar image free cloud-antiehain. Theorem 8 of [12] says that A ~ B implies
when 7r is the number of non-trivial orbits of ~r (i.e. unordered pairs {e, ere} with e ~ o'(e)). It was asked in [12] : 'Which A, B achieve the maximum a?'.
Here we completely answer this question, when L is a direct product of chains of arbitrary lengths and polarity is complementation.
At first we present auxiliary results, which are true for any distributive lattice and any polarity or.
Suppose (see also [4] ). Clearly, no element of E is greater than an element from L\E, because E is an ideal, and no element of F is smaller than an element from L\F, because F is a filter. where We now consider l(C) n l(o-C). In Theorem 8 of [12] it is shown that We
now consider l(T) and I(S). Clearly, l(C) =_ l(T) and l(¢r(C)) ~ I(S).
Let l(T)= Tto W1 and l(S)=Sto W2 for some 1411, W2cL. Let us prove that W1 U W2 c R. For this it is sufficient to show that
(I(S)UI(T))A(L\(TtoStoR))=O,
since T=+::S. 
One has

L\(T U S U R) = F
UAx U o'(A1) U B~ U o'(B1) UA~ U B]U D~ U 19l U D3. Since T n F = O, here l(T) O F = 0.
Suppose that a E A~ U ¢r(Ax) and a ~ l(T) = I(C) U I(A~) U l(o(B~)). Then a l(C) U l(o'(B])), because (A1 U or(A1)) :J¢:: C U cr(B2). If a ~ l(A~)
,
Suppose that a ~ A~ and a E I(T) = I(C) U I(A~) tO l(o'(B~)
)
Thus l(T) O (L\(T U S tO R)) = O and hence W~ = R. Similarly, it can be proved tlaat l(S) O (L\(T tO S U R)) = O and W2 = R. Therefore we have
I(T) n I(S) = R.
However, since I(C)=__ I(T) and l(~r(C))~_ I(S), from (4.10) we conclude that
I(T) n I(S) = R.
Now we apply (4.9) and obtain II(C)l" I/(o'C)l < II(T)I" I1(S)1 ICI--IRI--ILl ILl ~< II(T) O I(S)I
= II(C) n l(o-(C))l = IRI = ICI.
Therefore II(C)I = II(T)I, II(o'(C)l = [I(S)I and since I(C)~I(T) and l(cr(C))c_l(S), necessarily
I(C) = I(T) = C O A~ U ~(B~) U R, and 1(o'(C)) = I(S) = or(C) U ~r(Al) U B~ U R,
This proves (i).
(ii) follows from (4.9) and (i) after simplification. 
P3 = c u A~, t', = C U ~(B~),
Q3 = or(C) u or(A1), Q4 = or(C) u B~.
PROOF. We consider the sets
PI=CUA~ P2=CUA~, Q~ = o-(C) u B~, Q2 = o(C) u B~, []
It can be verified (using A* ::+:: B* and Lemma 1) that Pi::~: Qi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). We are interested in II(Pi) n l(Qi)l and lu(Pi) n u(Qi)l, for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Since P1 cA* and Q1 = B*, we have
1(P1) n I(QI) = E = cr(A~) U o'(B~) u 1)3 u R and u(e~) o u(Ox) = F --cr(A 1) U o'(B~) U D4 U or(R).
According to Lemma We also verify that
I(P3)AI(Qa)=AIUcr(A1)Oo(A~)UA~OD1UR and u(P3)nu(O3)=o-(R)
lu ( 
---I(A ) \ (I(A ) fq I(B*) ) and B* = I(B*) \ (I(A ) N I(B*) ).
We set a = II(A)I,/3 = II(B*)I, apply Lemma 3(ii) and obtain (ii) follows from (i), because min([AI, IB[)~<2 "-2.
[]
